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Hi, I'm Ahren Brunow and I'm a Product Manager at Equinix. Today I will demo the new maintenance
script feature on IBX SmartView. A maintenance script is a document created by Equinix
engineering teams that lists the steps to be taken by site teams when performing maintenance on a
particular electrical or mechanical asset in an IBX. This new feature allows you to view and
download these scripts in IBX SmartView to understand how assets are being maintained. So here
we're looking at the maintenance script feature and you can see in this data grid all of the
maintenance scripts that support the IBX that you're located in. The first column is the maintenance
script name then we have the IBX and then geographical information about where that IBX is
located.
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In these last four columns you'll see there's a filter icon so for example if you want to filter and
see only maintenance scripts for Atlanta one you can go ahead and select that IBX apply and
the data grid will update to show you the relevant scripts for that data center. You can also
remove those filters using the filter bar here. Now to take a look at an individual maintenance
script go ahead and click on any of those rows. Here you see a condensed view of the
information from the data grid and then below you see the actual maintenance script itself.
Here you see the scope of work overview listing what exactly we will be done during the
maintenance event any pre work preparations that the site team will perform, the equipment
that they'll be using, the risk mitigation, and contingencies during the maintenance event, and
then finally the script itself detailing the steps that the site team will take while performing the
maintenance event. From within this drawer you can download the script using the standalone
icon.

Alternatively, if you go back to the detail grid you can see there's a row level actions to
download the script. You can also select up to 15 scripts from the grid and then you can use
this bulk action to download them.
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For additional documentation refer to docs.equinix.com. Thanks for watching.
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